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Runword: An IBM-PC software package for
the collection and acoustic analysis

of speeded naming responses
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and
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Researchers generally collect two dependent measures from most types of speeded responses: re
action time and error proportion. Recently, experimenters have tested lexical theories using alterna
tive empirical measures, such as response force in decision tasks and response duration in naming
tasks. Weoffer a set of software tools that expands the battery of dependent measures normally avail
able to naming experimenters to include various duration and intensity measures of digitized voice
recordings. This article explains the functionality, programming logic, and theoretical motivation be
hind each measure, as well as the software to support digitized naming experiments. The software runs
in DOSon IBM-PC-compatible hardware with SoundBlaster 16-bitsound cards, and it takes advantage
of the decreasing costs of hard-drive space and digital sound cards.
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The speeded naming response is a primary tool that
psycho linguists use to investigate cognitive processes, such
as lexical access from a printed word or picture. The ex
perimenter typically asks the subject to name a target stim
ulus (in some context, perhaps) out loud as quickly and
accurately as possible, and two dependent measures are
collected for each response: naming latency and propor
tion of errors. Recently, researchers have begun to use
other measures, such as response duration, in order to test
competing predictions in more detail (Abrams & Balota,
1991; Balota, Boland, & Shields, 1989; Monsell, Patter
son, Graham, Hughes, & Milroy, 1992). This article de
scribes a suite of software tools called Runword that sup
ports the collection, digitization, storage, and analysis of
naming responses to visual and auditory stimuli. The soft
ware runs under DOS on IBM-PC-compatible hardware
with a SoundBlaster 16-bit sound card and an EGAlVGA
video display adapter. Runword improves and expands
upon the standard naming apparatus to include automatic
calculation of various temporal duration and spectral
measures of the traditional speeded naming response, as
well as the postvocalic naming response (described below).
The configuration that we offer takes advantage ofthe de-
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creasing prices of high-speed CPUs (> 60 MHz), large
capacity hard drives (> 1 GB), and high-quality digital
sound cards (16-bit sampling).

Runword contains three main executable programs for
experiment running, acoustic analysis, and error coding,
respectively. It also includes three auxiliary programs for
file conversion and compression. This article outlines
our motivation for building each function into Runword,
and it details the logic and procedures that each algo
rithm embodies. We also demonstrate the validity of the
algorithms' calculations by comparing their performance
with subjective measurements on a sample set ofnaming
responses. We explain the hardware and functional re
quirements of our software, but we do not go into length
here about how the user installs and runs the software.
To supplement, we provide a user manual with the exe
cutables and source code that explains the specifics of
installation, parameter setting, execution, and output in
terpretation. We are offering the Runword software and
a softcopy of the manual for free to the academic commu
nity (see Author Note for details). Technical support can
be negotiated on an individual basis. The full capabilities
of Runword require the following: A 286 or higher CPU
IBM-PC-compatible running DOS, Windows, or Win
dows 95 (the software will run in DOS mode on all these
platforms), a SoundBlaster 16-bit sound card with the
appropriate drivers installed in DOS (Runword provides
drivers and instructions for this), a video adapter that
supports EGAlVGA mode, and a minimal amount ofhard
disk space for the executables and manual (i.e., <500 K).
However, space requirements will be considerably more
when one takes into account the digital storage of nam
ing responses (see below).

Copyright 1998 Psychonomic Society, Inc.
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TRADITIONAL METHOD OF
COLLECTING NAMING RESPONSES

As mentioned above, the speeded naming task usually
implies two dependent measures: naming latency and
error proportion. Naming latency is a measure of the
amount of time between stimulus presentation and the
onset of acoustic energy produced by a spoken response
to the stimulus. Naming errors are based on subjective
judgments that are typically made by one or two inde
pendent judges after a subject has completed the exper
iment, and they often include categories such as coughs,
stutters, mispronunciations, incorrect word responses,
and so on. Therefore, the naming experimenter needs ap
paratus to perform the following functions: stimulus pre
sentation, millisecond timing, voice onset estimation,
and voice and data recording. A computer (with a video
monitor), a microphone, a hardware voice key, and a tape
recorder usually serve the purpose. The computer synchro
nizes the presentation ofa stimulus and the start ofa milli
second timer. The voice key sends a signal to the com
puter when the microphone receives acoustic energy that
exceeds some threshold of intensity. The computer stops
the timer upon receiving the threshold signal and records
the elapsed time to memory. Lastly, the tape recorder
records all responses for subsequent error analyses. There
are two important limitations of the standard naming ap
paratus, and we discuss each in turn.

Voice-Key Sensitivity
Researchers have questioned the accuracy ofhardware

voice keys for words beginning with phonemes that pro
duce low-intensity high-frequency energy because voice
keys are sensitive to intensity rather than frequency (Sa
kuma, Fushimi, & Tatsumi, 1997; Sherak, 1982; Stern
berg, Wright, Knoll, & Monsell, 1980). These phonemes
include the voiceless fricatives such as lsi, Ishl, IfI, Ith/,
and Ihl in English, as well as their voiced counterparts and
fricatives from other languages. Ifthe intensity threshold
is too high, a hardware voice key will pass over initial fric
ative energy, thus overestimating the true acoustic nam
ing onset. The experimenter cannot remedy this by simply
setting the threshold to a very low value since spurious
noise may then trigger it. While fricative initial phonemes
may be a problem for measuring the acoustic onset of a
response, plosive initial phonemes present a more serious
problem, because the onset ofacoustic energy by defin
ition does not begin until the plosive is released. A plosive
phoneme begins with closure of the vocal tract in order
to accumulate air pressure for an explosive release ofair
to terminate the phoneme (hence the term plosive). The
articulatory response for a plosive-initial word begins with
this pressure accumulation, which typically spans about
80-100 msec (Ladefoged, 1993). During this time, the
speaker produces no acoustic energy and therefore cannot
trigger any type ofacoustic signal threshold. This means
that acoustic measures ofnaming latency will consistently
be significantly longer than the actual response latency.

Naming experimenters have been aware ofsome of the
problems posed by variation in the attack characteristics
of naming responses. To account for these problems, ex
perimenters must now control for effects ofthe initial pho
neme in order to avoid confounds. They typically do this
either by adding a delayed naming condition to their
design (Forster & Chambers, 1973) or by matching stim
uli on initial phoneme across experimental conditions
(Glushko, 1979). However, Kawamoto and his colleagues
(Kawamoto, Kello, Higareda, & Vu, 1996; Kawamoto,
Kello, & Jones, 1994) reported evidence that at least two
types oflexical information (i.e., print-to-sound consis
tency of vowels and printed word frequency) in mono
syllabic words can affect the articulatory duration of an
initial consonant. Their results have theoretical implica
tions for the relation between lexical processes and pro
nunciation, but they also have technical implications for
the validity ofvoice-key measurements: A voice key that
does not respond to initial fricative energy will lose cru
cial information if the fricative duration reflects manip
ulations of the independent variable(s), such as vowel
consistency or printed frequency. Moreover, any type of
acoustic response measure in the standard speeded nam
ing task will conflate response initiation with the dura
tion of an initial plosive phoneme.

Loss of Potential Information
The second limitation oftraditional naming apparatus

concerns its lack ofdata recording. Specifically, naming
latency is the only quantitative variable that the standard
naming apparatus readily provides. This is not surprising
considering that naming researchers are often primarily
interested in reaction time when they design their exper
iments. The reasons for focusing on this dependent mea
sure are numerous, but perhaps the most important one
is that a large portion of psychological research uses re
action time as an index to the amount of cognitive pro
cessing required to produce a given response. This prac
tice follows the basic logic of reaction time analyses first
laid out by Donders (1868/1969). However, there may be
important cognitive processing effects that continue to
exist or arise after the response has begun. If this is the
case, then we would expect that qualities of a response
other than its onset latency will reflect cognitive events
that latency itself may not reveal (see Bock, 1996, for a
related discussion). This conjecture seems unlikely with
regard to a buttonpress, but a vocal response ofeven one
syllable contains a large complex of fine-grained articu
latory behavior that unfolds over time. Unfortunately, the
standard naming apparatus is not configured to quantify
any aspect of articulation other than naming latency.

We are not the first to consider quantitative measures
of the naming response other than latency as relevant to
theories ofcognition. For example, researchers have mea
sured naming response durations under the influence of
cognitive variables, such as printed frequency (Balota &
Abrams, 1995; Wright, 1979), prime-target relatedness
(Balota et al., 1989), and print-to-sound consistency (Mon-



sell et a!., 1992). In a more fine-grained analysis than these
studies provided, Kawamoto and his colleagues (Kawa
moto, Kello, et aI., 1996; Kawamoto et aI., 1994) mea
sured effects ofvowel consistency on the duration ofa pre
ceding initial consonant in the context of a whole-word
naming response. Lastly, Meyer (1990) tested speech pro
duction theories using a priming paradigm that elicited
predictions about syllable durations in bisyllabic targets.
In general, there have been three different methodological
approaches to gathering naming durations: manual mea
surement, extension ofthe hardware voice key, and acous
tic analysis. Below, we briefly describe the first two meth
ods and point out their shortcomings, and we then argue
for the advantages of the third.

An example of the first type ofnaming duration mea
surement is provided by Meyer (1990). She subjectively
approximated the acoustic onsets, offsets, and syllable
boundaries of speeded bisyllabic word namings from a
visual representation of the raw acoustic wave form, and
she used these measurements to calculate whole-word
and syllable durations. In fact, this is the method that
most phoneticians use to annotate and transcribe utter
ances (Ladefoged, 1993). Although manual measurement
aided by speech transcription tools is robust to anomalies
in the recording, such as coughs and other types of ex
traneous noise, it is extremely time intensive and is sub
ject to experimenter bias. For studies that need to gather
a large number of naming responses, manual analysis is
not a viable option.

Balota et al. (1989) developed a second method for
gathering response durations that is automatic and there
fore free ofthe subjective coding limitations. They moni
tored a voice key for two acoustic events to occur in succes
sion: the first instance ofan increase in acoustic intensity
beyond a set threshold, and then a decrease in intensity
below threshold. In their first experiment, the first in
crease approximated response onset in the speeded nam
ing task, and the first decrease immediately following ap
proximated the offset or end of the word's production.
Unfortunately, this method has three shortcomings, one
of which was removed in Balota et al.'s second experi
ment. First, many monosyllabic and most multisyllabic
words have periods of silence within their acoustic man
ifestations. The voice key will detect subthreshold inten
sity during an intraword gap in energy and incorrectly
mark its location as the response offset. Balota et al, fixed
this by requiring that a 300-msec period of silence follow
a given offset detection in order to be recorded as the off
set estimation. Second, as mentioned above, hardware
voice keys are not sensitive to frequency and therefore
may not detect low-intensity fricative energy belonging
to some responses. Third, their voice key apparatus lost
information that could have potentially discriminated
between alternative explanations of their results because
it did not store the acoustic responses. Because this third
problem is theoretically important and provides a repre
sentative example ofthe motivation for Runword, we shall
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briefly describe Balota et al.'s experiments and their
interpretations.

Researchers use the speeded naming response to infer
on-line processing times; so it is no surprise that tempo
ral measures of the response provide the bulk of alterna
tives to naming latency as a window into naming pro
cesses. However, Balota et aI.'s (1989) experiment was
exceptional in this respect because they presented theo
retical alternatives that required amplitude and duration
information in order to provide discriminating evidence.
They asked subjects to name a printed target (e.g., dog)
that was preceded by a printed prime that was either as
sociatively related (e.g., cat) or unrelated (e.g., cup) to
the target, and they varied the display duration of the
prime. The general finding was that, for the majority of
display durations, naming latencies were faster and nam
ing durations were shorter for words preceded by related
versus unrelated primes. The authors offered two possi
ble explanations for their duration results. One was
based on the concept of spreading activation found in in
teractive activation models oflexical access (Dell, 1986;
McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981), and the other was based
on a cooperative view of speech communication (Clark
& Clark, 1977; Grice, 1975). Their spreading activation
account proposed that a related prime causes activation to
spread to the target's phonemes and thus allows the motor
program to sequence them more quickly than if the pho
nemes did not receive prime activation. On the other hand,
the cooperative account proposed that an unrelated prime
casts the target as a piece of "new" or unexpected infor
mation that motivates the speaker to produce it with
more stress (i.e., longer duration, greater intensity, higher
pitch) relative to a predictable, less informative utterance,
as is the case when the target follows a related prime (also
see Lieberman, 1963, for a similar finding in a nonspeeded
response context).

Both alternative explanations predicted longer response
durations in the unrelated case, but the cooperative ac
count predicted greater intensity and higher pitch in the
unrelated case, although it is unclear how the spreading
activation account could reasonably predict such an ef
fect. Balota et al. (1989) remarked that they could have
discriminated the two possibilities with the proper equip
ment: "However, because of the equipment utilized it
was impossible to discriminate whether effects were due
to a decrease in duration of the target word for the re
lated conditions or to an increase in amplitude and dura
tion in the unrelated conditions" (p. 33). If they had dig
itized and stored subjects' responses, they would have had
the opportunity to conduct the post hoc acoustic analyses
that they wanted to do. This leads us to the third type of
naming methodology, of which our apparatus is a mem
ber: acoustic analysis. To our knowledge, Sternberg and
his colleagues are the only naming researchers other than
ourselves to employ acoustic analysis techniques (Mon
sell et aI., 1992; Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll, & Wright,
1978; Wright, 1979). For example, Monsell et al. (1992)
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digitized subjects' naming responses, and they used a
voice endpoint detection algorithm to find the onset and
offset of acoustic energy corresponding to response ini
tiation and termination. Although these researchers were
able to measure the endpoints of speech with a high de
gree of reliability, they did not store the responses to a
hard drive or other type ofdigital media. Thus, they would
not be able to use the apparatus to acoustically reanalyze
their naming responses. In particular, measures that re
quire off-line computation (e.g., pitch and periodicity) are
difficult, if not impossible, without digital storage.

Before we describe the details of Runword, there is
one theoretical note to make. Recall that the underlying
motivation behind developing a more sophisticated nam
ing methodology is that cognitive processing can have
effects that manifest themselves after a response has
been initiated. The Balota et al. (1989) study discussed
above exemplifies this motivation, but note that the issue
of postresponse initiation effects is somewhat different
from the distinction that researchers have drawn between
effects that occur during lexical access versus production
(Balota & Chumbley, 1985; Forster & Chambers, 1973;
McRae, Jared, & Seidenberg, 1990; Theios & Muise,
1977). These researchers are referring specifically to
whether a cognitive variable (printed frequency in their
studies) only affects processes involved in lexical access
or whether it can also affect processing between lexical
access and response initiation (i.e., a production effect).
Because all of these effects occur prior to response initi
ation, they use the traditional naming latency as the de
pendent measure. By contrast, researchers who are in
terested in quantifying the contents of a naming response
in order to investigate on-line processing are examining
effects that manifest themselves after response initiation.
While the distinction between effects that are prelexical
and postlexical is a theoretical one (see McRae et aI., 1990,
for a refutation of this theoretical divide), the distinction
between effects that occur preresponse and postresponse
initiation is an empirical one. Although a given effect
that manifests itselfafter response initiation may be con
sidered postlexical, we feel that our apparatus more di
rectly bears on issues that are preinitiation versus post
initiation rather than pre lexical versus postlexical. Of
course, the acoustic analyses themselves are, in some
sense, atheoretical and open to interpretation.

A HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SOLUTION
FOR THE PC

We developed Runword in an attempt to alleviate the
shortcomings ofpreviously developed naming apparatus
as discussed above. Runword consists of three main ex
ecutable programs: Runexp, Runvoice, and Errcode. Here,
we describe each in turn.

The Runexp Software
Runexp is a simple experiment-running program that

has the primary feature of being able to synchronize and

store the digital recording of a naming response with vi
sual stimulus presentation. Runexp does this by recording
a digitized acoustic signal originating from a microphone
that is connected to a sound card. The computer records
from the microphone for a sufficiently long amount of
time (user specified) to capture a single naming response,
and then it stores each response in a separate file on the
hard drive. Digitized data collection enables the experi
menter to easily, objectively, and repeatably analyze re
sponses using Runvoice and Errcode described below.
Furthermore, it provides the potential to develop more so
phisticated acoustic analyses that can test theories ofcog
nition in more detail.

Experiments for Runexp can be written and viewed in
a simple scripting language with any text editor. Runexp
can present five basic types ofstimuli: single lines oftext
(centered vertically and horizontally), text files, sound
files (Creative Labs .VOCfiles and Microsoft .WAV files),
graphics files (Windows 16-color .BMP files and Borland
.BGI files), and control events (response deadlining and
feedback, and microphone level check/calibration). It can
accept five basic types ofresponses: microphone record
ings, singlekeypresses, button-boxpresses,1multicharacter
entries, and delay intervals (which do not poll a response).
Each experimental event is one stimulus paired with one
response. A trial is a sequence of any number of experi
mental events, and a block is any number oftrials. Trials
can be test or filler trials, and they can be coded with any
number of characters for identification (e.g., indepen
dent variable coding). Runexp can present trials and fill
ers in the order they appear in the stimulus file or ran
domly within each block.? Finally, an experiment consists
of any number of blocks. Figure I shows a stimulus file
with five blocks of trials, each one exemplifying a differ
ent type of experiment.

Stimulus presentation is synchronized with the video
refresh signal, and millisecond timing is implemented by
obtaining submicrosecond timing information from the
hardware timer and adding this to the BIOS time counts
(Beringer, 1992; Graves & Bradley, 1987,1991). Runexp
creates an experiment output file each time it runs through
a stimulus file or block (set by the user). Output files con
tain the Runexp parameter values, followed by one line
of information for each trial in the order they appeared.
Each trial contains the experimental events in order. The
output for each experimental event consists of three
fields of information: the identity of the stimulus (either
the actual text or a filename), the event time, and the ac
tual response (unless it was a microphone recording, in
which case the voice filename is given). Note that timing
for keyboard responses will contain a mean delay of
10 msec and a random error of7.5 msec due to hardware
limitations (Segalowitz & Graves, 1990). Also, the ac
tual duration ofdelay events may not exactly correspond
to the requested delay due to synchronization with the
refresh signal or processing of the stimulus (i.e., large
sound files or images). To account for this, the output for
each experimental event contains the actual duration of
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irreg:
reg
irreg:

word
pseudo
nonw
pseudo

"Who kissed Pat?",
"Did John lie?",
"Where was Liz?",

KEYS;
KEY;
KEYS;

FEEDBACK, KEY;
FEEDBACK, KEY;

"reading", KEY;
"reading", KEY;

"river", BBOX;

BBOX;
BBOX;
BBOX;
BBOX;
BBOX;
BBOX;

MIC,
MIC,
MIC;
MIC;
MIC;

KEY,
400,
KEY;

BBOX;
PLAY,
BBOX;

"part" ,
"corm" ,
"loft",
"sed" ,
"rbovw" ,
"lar",

MIC;
MIC;
MIC;

500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,

"paced" ,
"paced" ,
"on the mat",

elephant.voc,
bankl.voc,
fmonitor.voc,

instr1.txt, KEY, CALIBRATE, 100;
"hello",
"lift",
"said",
"get" ,
"pint",

"Ready?", KEY, "*", 500,
"Ready?", KEY, "*" 500,
"Ready?", KEY, "*" 500,
"Ready?", KEY, "*" 500,
"Ready?", KEY, "*", 500,
done.txt, KEY;
instr2.txt, KEY;
"Ready?", BBOX, "*",
"Ready?", BBOX, "*",
"Ready?", BBOX, "*",
"Ready?", BBOX, "*",
"Ready?", BBOX, "*",
"Ready?", BBOX, "*",
done. txt, KEY;
instr4.txt, KEY;
"CAKE", 200, "candle",
"DOCTOR", 100, "nurse",
"ARCADE", 50, "decade",
done.txt, KEY;
instr5.txt, KEY;
"self", KEY,
"auto", 400,
"the cat sat", KEY,
done.txt, KEY;
instr6.txt, KEY;
story1.txt, KEY,
story2.txt, KEY,
story3.txt, KEY,
done.txt, KEY;
instr7.txt, KEY;
"Word?", BBOX,
"Ready?", BBOX,
"F", BBOX,
done. txt, KEY;

block Naming
filler
filler
trial high
trial low
trial high

endblock
block Lex decision:

filler
filler
trial hi
trial hi
trial xx
trial 10

endblock
block Priming

filler
filler
filler

endblock
block Sentences

filler
filler
filler

endblock
block Stories

filler
filler
filler

endblock
block Auditory

filler aud LD
filler cross-mod:
filler phone-man:

endblock

Figure 1. Example contents of a Runexp stimulus file. We created this file with a simple DOS text editor. Each block contains
a few trials to exemplify various types of experimental paradigms. A detailed explanation of each command and the syntax is
provided in the user's manual.

time that occurred during experimentation. Lastly, Run
exp synchronizes the onset ofmicrophone recording with
the onset of the relevant stimulus presentation so that de
tection of the onset of a vocal response in the recording
will correspond to the acoustic latency of that response.
The method for detecting the onset of acoustic energy is
discussed in the Runvoice section below.

In summary, Runexp provides a simple environment
for running various types of human behavioral experi
ments, with primary focus on the naming paradigm.
Since the digital storage of vocal responses is central to
this end, it is important to estimate the storage costs for
a typical naming experiment. If a naming response is re
corded for 2 sec with l6-bit sampling at a rate of 10kHz,
each voice file will cost about 40K in disk space.' If each
subject names 80 test words (all fillers are recorded to a

single dummy file to conserve space), and there are 30
subjects in the experiment, the total space required for
the uncompressed voice files will be about 96 ME. The
Runword software works only with uncompressed files,
but, after analyses are completed, one can compress these
files (Runword provides a utility for this). Compression
algorithms tailored for audio files can achieve about a
4: I ratio with negligible loss in the signal. This reduces
the storage need to 24 MB for the example experiment,
which is quite feasible given the current costs of hard
drive space.

The Errcode Software
Naming researchers typically remove response errors

from the latency data and analyze them separately. Un
less the experimenter asks subjects to report their own
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errors after each trial, the Runexp output file for a nam
ing experiment will need to have error codes added to it.
Runword includes a program called Errcode that enables
an error coder to listen to and view all of the vocal re
sponses from test trials for a given Runexp output file.
The coder can add text onto the end of each trial line in
the response file to describe errors or other information
concerning each response. The standard apparatus for
naming experiments typically requires listening to a cas
sette tape, but Errcode enables the experimenter to code
responses in any order and replay them easily, quickly,
and repeatably. In addition, viewing the raw wave form
of responses can be helpful in making coding decisions.

Errcode takes one Runexp output file as input, and it
creates one error file as output that contains the trial lines
from the response file plus the error codes appended to
the end of each line. Figure 2 shows an example of what
the Errcode interface looks like, along with a resulting
error file.

The error coder can rapidly scan sequentially through
the stimuli by hitting [Enter] and stopping only when the
response is an error of some type. The coder can also go
to a specific word by entering its number. A response can
be coded with any character string (Errcode does not as
sign meaning to any code except "*", which stands for
correct response). After a response has been coded, Err
code shows the first character ofthat coding to the left of
the corresponding response (e.g., *, s, r, etc.; an under
score means the response has not been coded yet). The
number ofvoice responses that Errcode can handle during
one run is technically limited only by memory, but the
interface can only display up to 250 responses on the
screen at once (if this limit is exceeded, the earlier stim
uli will scroll offthe screen, but the coder can still access
them). When coding is complete for a given response file,
Errcode allows the user to enter text for coder identifica
tion and any comments concerning the subject's overall
performance. Lastly, a Runexp output file can be repeat
ably coded (i.e., independent judges) by simply rerunning

Errcode on its own output file. The user's manual pro
vides details for how to set up and run Errcode.

The Runvoice Software
Perhaps the most attractive feature of digitizing nam

ing responses is the potential to collect quantitative mea
sures of the acoustic wave form. Runvoice provides a
simple command line interface to 10 quantitative mea
sures ofsingle-word utterances. The software takes output
files from Runexp or Errcode and searches them for voice
filenames to process. On the basis of settings in a simple
parameter file, Runvoice automatically analyzes each
voice file and appends one or more acoustic measures
onto the end of the corresponding input line (i.e., a trial
from the Runexp or Errcode output file). To ensure proper
calculation, the user can optionally step through each re
sponse analysis and view the program's estimates dis
played on a graphical view of the raw wave form. The re
sults are written to a separate output file.

Each of the 10 different acoustic measures is relevant
to one or more of the following four types of naming re
sponses: (1) any type of monosyllabic naming response,
(2) monosyllabic responses that begin with a voiceless
fricative phoneme (i.e., lsi, Ishl, If I, /thl, and Ihl in En
glish), (3) bisyllabic responses with nonsonorant medial
consonants (i.e., not Ill, Irl, Iwl, or Iy/), and (4) postvo
calic naming responses (see below). The user can set the
parameters to calculate only the measures of interest. This
section gives a general description of the programming
logic behind each calculation and the theoretical motiva
tion behind their creation. We try to clearly explain the
appropriate situations for using each function ofthe pro
gram, and we are careful to explicitly state any flaws or
inaccuracies that we are aware of.

Naming onset latency. As discussed above, this is the
primary reaction time measure that psycholinguists use
in naming studies. Researchers generally define it as the
duration of time between target stimulus presentation
and the increase in spoken acoustic energy above thresh-

Error Coding Interface:
Type number of item, or [Enter] for sequential coding:
001_* said 002_* get 003 - pint 004 * bride
006_* plight 007_* hood 008 * gale 009 * mole
011 * ten 012 * state 013 r gown 014 vent
016 lift 017 check 018 golf 019 main
Enter selection ('q' to quit):

005 *
010 *
015
020 m

hate
pet
pork
ruin

Portion of a Errcode Output File:
Error header: CTK, very
Naming sOl trial high
Naming sOl trial low
Naming sOl trial high

loud but OK
irreg Ready?
reg Ready?
irreg Ready?

488 j
443 j
709 j

said 561
get 434
pint -1

01said.VOC *
01get.VOC *
01pint.VOC none

Figure 2. The interface for Errcode and a portion ofthe resulting output file.



old for one or more acoustic parameters. Recall that psy
cholinguists traditionally use hardware voice keys with
an intensity-like threshold; however, fricative phoneme
energy is low in intensity and may therefore be bypassed.
Speech scientists have recognized this problem, and they
have developed various voice endpoint detection algo
rithms that are sensitive to increases in both amplitude
and frequency above some noise level (Rabiner & Sam
bur, 1975;Savoji, 1989; Sherak, 1982).An endpoint in this
context corresponds to any transition in the signal from
silence to speech. We followed their work by also imple
menting an "amplitude-or-frequency" voice detection
algorithm in Runvoice and in Runexp. In addition, we
elaborated on past efforts by including a recursive pin
pointing procedure in order to bypass small amounts of
noise while accurately determining the onset ofacoustic
energy onset caused by the response.

Figure 3 shows where Runvoice estimated the onset
latency for a sample naming response using the default
endpoint parameters. The algorithm basically works as
follows: It starts by placing an analysis window starting
at time zero (i.e., stimulus presentation or stimulus onset
asynchrony [SOA]) that spans across a user-defined dura
tion of the recording time (we have found that 20-30 msec
works best). It calculates two variables based on the acous
tic wave information within the analysis window: the mean
absolute amplitude (MAA) and the proportion of sign
changes (PSC) in the slope of the wave form." The MAA
is sensitive to the relatively high intensity energy that
sonorous phonemes (e.g., vowels, approximants such as
III and/r/) produce. To complement, the PSC is sensitive
to the high-frequency energy that the more obstruent
phonemes produce (e.g., fricatives such as lsi, /z/, /fI,
and Iv/). The algorithm checks these two measures against
user-defined threshold values; if either one exceeds thresh
old, the algorithm freezes the window and attempts to
pinpoint where the acoustic energy begins inside the win
dow (see below). Otherwise, the analysis window steps
forward through the recording and recalculates the MAA
and Psc. If the window reaches the end of the recording,
the algorithm reports a failure to find any acoustic energy.

The logic behind our pinpointing procedure is as fol
lows: We need to keep the analysis window relatively

"Write"
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large because sound recordings often have various types
of noise (i.e., hissing, clicks, crackling, etc.) during the
silent period between stimulus presentation and response
onset. The algorithm will have a better chance of ignor
ing briefandlor low-intensity noise if the window size is
initially large (i.e., 20-30 msec) since the threshold mea
sures are averaged across the analysis window. However,
when the algorithm does detect a sufficiently large
amount of energy, the window will overlap the putative
speech signal to some variable degree. If the algorithm
chose the center of the window as the latency estimate,
for example, it would err in proportion to the window
size (e.g., there may be more overlap for nonplosive vs.
plosive initial consonants). To reduce this source of error,
the algorithm recursively splits and reanalyzes subsec
tions of the original analysis window. At each iteration,
the algorithm chooses the half-window that it judges to
contain the speech/silence boundary and then splits that
half and repeats the procedure until the window size is
smaller than 1 msec. The location of this final window is
the signal boundary estimate. Runvoice returns this lo
cation as the duration in milliseconds from the start of the
recording to the boundary, and, provided that the record
ing is synchronized with presentation of the target, this
calculation will equal the naming latency estimation. Of
course, this algorithm also requires that no other acous
tic events of sufficient energy occur between stimulus
onset and response initiation.

Naming offset latency. As discussed above, research
has shown that the duration ofa naming response can re
flect aspects ofcognition that are useful to cognitive the
ory. In order to measure naming durations, one needs to
subtract the naming latency from the time to complete
the response, or what we shall refer to as the naming off
set. Figure 3 shows where Runvoice estimated the offset
latency for a sample naming response using the default
parameters. The program calculates offset latencies in
the same basic way as onset latencies. Instead ofstarting
an analysis window at the beginning of the response re
cording, the offset algorithm starts a window at the end
of the recording and moves it backwards through time
until it detects vocalization. It then uses the pinpointing
procedure described above to make a final estimate of the

SOA Onset 585 Offset 940

Figure 3. An example response to the word writein the standard naming task.
The stimulus presentation was synchronized with the start of the recording,
and the figure shows 1,500 msec of the wave form. The onset and offset estimates
for the default parameter settings are shown.
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naming offset latency. Naming duration equals the dif
ference between the offset and onset latency estimates.

One important distinction between the onset and off
set of a naming response is that the offset often exhibits
more noise due to exhalation. Runvoice accounts for this
by having separate threshold parameters for calculating
naming onsets and offsets. The user can set higher
thresholds for offsets (i.e., especially the PSC threshold,
since exhalation is characterized by low-intensity high
frequency energy) in order to skip over exhalation and
other types of noise. The danger in raising the thresholds
is that the algorithm may also ignore fricative energy re
sulting from a terminal consonant (e.g., IfI in half). We
do not currently have a solution to this problem. How
ever, our experience is that if the microphone is kept about
1.5 in. below the nose and 1in. awayfrom the mouth (e.g.,
by using a head-mounted microphone), most subjects do
not exhale with enough volume to cause a problem. Also,
controlling for the terminal consonant across experimen
tal conditions (as is the case in a within-items design)
would alleviate the potential for confounds. Otherwise,
the naming offset procedure is subject to the same limi
tations as the naming onset procedure.

Peak naming intensity. A quantitative measure of the
amount oflinguistic stress that a given response receives
can be useful for understanding the cognitive processes
that produced it (Balota et aI., 1989; Lieberman, 1960).
This meaning of stress relates to general articulatory ef
fort, but a large body ofresearch indicates that measures
of the peak intensity are also correlated with the amount
of linguistic stress that a speaker gives it (see Adams
& Munro, 1978, for a review). A third interpretation of
peak intensity is suggested in a study by Abrams and
Balota (1991). They showed that the force of a manual
lexical decision response can reflect a target's printed
frequency and that the force ofa recognition decision can
reflect the size of the memory set that the target comes
from. If we consider the total or peak amount of vocal
acoustic energy to be an analogous measurement of re
sponse force, then peak intensity may provide a measure
of response familiarity or confidence. In fact, Balota and
Abrams (1995) went on to provide evidence that this may
indeed be the case. The sum of these views on peak in
tensity promotes its role as a useful dependent measure
for cognitive studies.

Runvoice provides a simple estimate of the peak re
sponse intensity. The algorithm starts by calculating the
naming onset and offset as described above. It then sim
ply finds the largest absolute amplitude value within the
onset and offset locations, and it writes this value in raw
amplitude units to the output file. Because the program
works with 16-bit single-channel recordings, the peak
absolute amplitude can range from 0 to 32,767. How
ever, we have found that our SoundBlaster 16-bit record
ings have poor amplitude resolution for values above
20,000. Therefore, we attempt to standardize our record-

ing levels across subjects and responses to have peak am
plitudes somewhat below 20,000. Runexp provides a cal
ibration routine to ensure this.

Syllable boundary. Meyer (1990) provided an exam
ple that acoustic durations of individual syllables as well
as entire naming responses can test predictions ofspeech
production theories. Furthermore, speech researchers
have shown that a syllable's duration, peak intensity, and
pitch all correlate with its lexical stress assignment (Fry,
1955;Lieberman, 1960). Psychologists and linguists have
used acoustic stress correlates to test theoretical issues,
such as rhythmic stress alternation in speech production
(Cooper & Eady, 1986), hemispheric localization ofpros
ody (Behrens, 1988; Ouellette & Baum, 1994), and lex
ical stress assignment (Sereno & Jongman, 1995). These
studies indicate that an algorithmic method for finding
syllable boundaries would be useful to the experimental
community since a syllable boundary is necessary to ex
tract the stress correlates for a bisyllabic utterance. All
of the researchers mentioned above gathered stress cor
relates by hand.> Runvoice automatically calculates the
syllable boundary ofa given bisyllabic utterance by tak
ing advantage of an acoustic property found in most
acoustic syllable boundaries: The less sonorant conso
nants that typically lie at the syllable boundary between
the surrounding more sonorant vowels cause a clear
acoustic "trough" in energy." Mermelstein (1975) recog
nized this property and based an algorithm on it that
finds an unspecified number of syllable boundaries in a
given utterance. Runvoice uses the basic premise behind
Mermelstein's algorithm to solve the more constrained
problem offinding a single presumed syllable boundary
in an isolated bisyllabic utterance.

Figure 4 shows a sample bisyllabic response with a
graph of the two data structures that the algorithm cal
culates to estimate a syllable boundary. The program first
calculates the onset and offset ofthe naming response as
described above. The syllable boundary algorithm then
constructs an intensity contour by sliding an analysis win
dow across the recording between the naming onset and
offset locations and marking the maximum absolute am
plitude values within the window at each step. The array
of amplitude markings serves as the intensity contour.
The algorithm then constructs the convex hull contour,
which hugs the intensity contour as close as possible
without decreasing in value from the beginning ofthe in
tensity contour to the location of the overall peak value
within the contour. The convex hull also follows the same
principle starting from the end of the intensity contour
and moving backwards to the peak value. The syllable
boundary estimate is simply the location of the maximal
difference between the intensity contour and convex hull.
If the difference spans over more than I msec (thus cre
ating a "valley floor"), the syllable boundary is equal to
the midpoint ofthis range. Of course, this simple approach
will not give reasonable estimates for sonorant boundaries
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"Mundane"
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Figure 4. An example response to the word mundane in the standard nam
ing task. The onset, offset, and syllable boundary estimates are overlaid on the
raw wave form (top panel). The dotted line in the lower panel shows the inten
sity contour between onset and offset, and the solid line shows the convex hull.
The double-headed arrow shows the syllable boundary estimate that corre
sponds to the location of the largest difference between the intensity contour
and convex hull.

in words such as royal, allow, and error, but many English
bisyllabic words have obstruent consonants at their bound
aries that make acoustic estimates more tractable (e.g.,
captain, amber, ravine, etc.). Runvoice writes the dura
tion in milliseconds from recording onset to the syllable
boundary location for each response.

Using a spreadsheet or other data massage tool, the
experimenter can combine the onset, offset, and syllable
boundary calculations written in the output file to derive
estimates of the first- and second-syllable durations. The
difference or ratio between the first- and second-syllable
durations can be used as a scalar estimate of the stress
placement for a given bisyllabic utterance: Words with
main stress on the first syllable (S1 words) tend to have
comparatively longer first syllables relative to words with
main stress on the second syllable (S2 words). We have
found that duration differences and individual syllable du
rations strongly correlate with the citation stress of En
glish words (see below). These results replicate what lin
guists have found (Adams & Munro, 1978).

First- and second-syllable peak intensities. As men
tioned above, peak intensity is a correlate to lexical stress
and can therefore provide a useful dependent measure
for psychological investigation. Runvoice can estimate the
peak intensity for each syllable in a bisyllabic response
in a fashion analogous to the procedure for finding the
peak intensity of an entire naming response. The proce
dure first calculates the acoustic onset, offset, and sylla-

ble boundary locations. It then finds the peak absolute
amplitude between the naming onset and syllable bound
ary and between the syllable boundary and naming offset.
The program writes these two amplitude values to the
output file. Figure 4 shows the intensity contour for an
example utterance of the word mundane, and the peaks
before and after the syllable boundary are the first- and
second-syllable intensity estimates.

We have used Runvoice to replicate the general lin
guistic finding that intensity correlates with English lex
ical stress assignment (Kello & Kawamoto, 1996). In par
ticular, main stress syllables generally have higher peak
amplitudes than weak ones, and S1 words have greater
first- versus second-syllable peak intensities relative to
S2 words. Note that the response shown in Figure 2 is
atypical because the second syllable has a lower peak in
tensity than the first but carries the main lexical stress.

Initial fricative-vowel phoneme boundary. Phoneti
cians have noted that the duration ofa consonant between
two vowels can vary depending on factors such as the
segmental and suprasegmental properties of the phono
logical context (i.e., coarticulation; see Ladefoged, 1993,
for a tutorial). Recently, Kawamoto and his colleagues
hypothesized that the duration ofan initial consonant can
reflect a cognitive property of the following phonemes.
In particular, they reported evidence that the printed fre
quency of a word can prolong the articulatory duration
of an initial consonant in speeded naming. They needed
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"Seed"

Onset 577 Sibilant 717

Figure 5. An example response to the word seed in the standard naming task.
The standard naming onset estimate along with the sibilant phoneme bound
ary estimate are shown below the wave form. At top left is shown a magnified
view of the sibilant-vowel boundary to illustrate the transition from a nonpe
riodic to periodic wave form.

a method for determining the boundary between an ini
tial and following phoneme in order to gather these data.
However, it is well known that phoneme boundaries are
often difficult to determine, and they may not exist at all
in certain cases andlor under certain phonological theo
ries. Ifwe put aside the theoretical debate, fricative pho
nemes in the initial position ofan isolated word utterance
usually provide clearly distinguishable phoneme bound
aries when uttered.

Figure 5 shows the wave form ofan example utterance
in the speeded naming task for the word seed. Fricative
phonemes (especially voiceless ones) contain little or no
periodicity in their resulting wave forms because the ar
ticulators constrict almost to the point of completely
blocking air flow. This contrasts with sonorant phonemes
such as vowels that do have periodicity as a result ofres
onance within the oral andlor nasal cavity. Therefore, an
acoustic boundary between a fricative and a sonorant
consonant will exhibit change from a nonperiodic to pe
riodic wave form (as shown in the magnified portion of
Figure 5). Runvoice can estimate initial fricative durations
by finding the first detectable portion of periodicity in
the wave form starting at its onset. 7 It measures period
icity through the implementation of an autocorrelation
algorithm outlined by Owens (1993).

"uuhhh... Pint"

Kawamoto, Kello, et al. (1996) used this algorithm to
measure lsi and Ishl phoneme durations as a function of
printed word frequency and found that high-frequency
words had reliably shorter durations than low-frequency
words, controlling for articulatory factors of the onset
and nucleus. This provides initial support for the general
hypothesis that initial phoneme durations can reflect on
line cognitive processing.

Postvocalic offset and onset. The fricative duration
procedure described above is a very direct way to measure
initial phoneme durations in the speeded naming task,
but it only works for a small subset ofnaming responses.
Plosive stop consonants (i.e., Ipl, Itl, Ikl, Ibl, Id/, and Ig/)
provide another class of initial phonemes that facilitate
duration measurements because they have clear bound
aries in a VCV context. Kawamoto, Kello, and Bame
(1996) were interested in measuring initial plosive pho
neme durations, but they had to introduce a vocalic ele
ment prior to response initiation in order to create a VCV
context.They devised the postvocalicnaming task in which
subjects vocalize a neutral schwa sound (i.e., "uuhhh")
before responding to the printed target word in a speeded
fashion.

Figure 6 shows the wave form produced by a subject's
response to pint in the postvocalic naming task. The pe-

SOA Voc. Offset 468 Onset 552

Figure 6. An example response to the word pint in the postvocalic naming
task. The estimates for vocalization offset and subsequent onset are shown
below the wave form.



riod oftime that the subject must take to build air pressure
for the Ipl phoneme clearly causes a period of silence in
the raw wave form. Kawamoto, Kellow,and Bame (1996)
found that plosive durations, as measured by the silent
gap between schwa vocalization and final release of the
plosive, were lengthened for low- versus high-frequency
words. Runvoice includes the postvocalic algorithm that
Kawamoto, Kello, and Bame used. The algorithm mea
sures silence in a fashion similar to the algorithm that
finds the onset of acoustic energy. It moves an analysis
window through the wave form and tests the PSC and
MAA measures of acoustic energy: If both are below
their user-defined threshold values, then the algorithm
recursively pinpoints the offset of acoustic energy (i.e.,
the beginning of silence). It then continues to move the
window through the wave form and test for a subsequent
onset of acoustic energy. Runvoice writes the vocaliza
tion offset and onset locations to the output file as the du
ration in milliseconds from the beginning of the record
ing (see Figure 6). Note that, technically, this excludes
the duration ofa plosive release burst, but this is small in
proportion to the entire phoneme duration.

The procedure for measuring the onset and offset of'plo
sive gap durations in the postvocalic naming task requires
that three methodological conditions are met: (1) Sub
jects must vocalize prior to the beginning of response
recording, (2) subjects must continue vocalizing up until
they initiate the target response, and (3) the target must
begin with a plosive or other sufficiently obstruent con
sonant. If subjects do not prevocalize, the recording will
start with silence, and the algorithm will mark time zero
(or close to it) as the vocalization offset. If subjects stop
vocalizing prior to naming the target, then the offset will
not correspond to the beginning of the initial consonant.
Finally, if the initial consonant is too sonorant (e.g., the
approximants /II and Irl and the semivowels Iyl and Iw/),
it will not create a gap in acoustic energy, and the first
offset of vocalization will therefore appear at the end of
the response. We have found that the algorithm works
very well for plosive stops and for the fricative IfI because
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subjects tend to pronounce IfI without enough energy for
detection by the algorithm in the postvocalic task. 8

BENCHMARK TESTS OF THE
RUNVOICE MEASUREMENTS

We have tested and refined the algorithms presented
above in a number ofdifferent naming experiments, and,
through trial and error, we have found them to be gener
ally very accurate. Ofcourse, accuracy will vary depend
ing on the particular algorithm, speaker, and recording
conditions. In fact, a major advantage ofdigitizing each
naming response is that the experimenter can easily ver
ify an algorithm against subjective judgments made via
a graphical display (by contrast, verification is impossi
ble with the standard hardware voice-key configuration).
Such testing has revealed some consistent limitations of
Runvoice. Most obviously, if the recording is too soft or
too noisy, the onset algorithm may fail to detect some
initial response energy or may erroneously judge noise
to be response energy. This, in turn, will compromise the
accuracy of other temporal measures. We have taken
measures to prevent the latter error by using a large analy
sis window and implementing a recursive pinpoint pro
cedure. In addition, the experimenter can take precautions
against poor recordings by using some type of cardiod
microphone, placing the microphone a set distance away
from the subject's mouth, and calibrating the loudness of
spoken responses to a standard. With regard to the sylla
ble boundary algorithm, we have found that, for words
with a plosive consonant as the first or last phoneme (e.g.,
platoon and aspect, respectively), speakers occasionally
aspirate the stops to such a degree that they create a suf
ficiently large trough of energy between aspiration and the
adjacent phoneme to be incorrectly judged as the syllable
boundary. In the vast majority ofcases, however, the true
syllable trough is larger than the aspiration trough so the
algorithm makes a correct syllable boundary estimation.

These are the only known consistent faults ofRunvoice.
In an effort to provide a closer analysis of its validity, we

Table I
A Comparison of Hand-Coded Acoustic Measurements With Runvoice Measurements

Sibilant Naming same seed sip sore Avg.
Onset -11.8 (7.4) -3.5 (6.8) -0.3 (6.6) -1.3 (19.6) -4.2 (10.1)
Sibilant boundary -6.0 (7.3) 2.0 (3.6) 0.5 (2.4) 1.3 (4.3) -0.6 (4.4)
Offset 2.3 (11.5) 6.3 (7.8) 5.3 (17.0) 6.0 (12.9) 4.9 (12.3)

Bisyllabic Naming canine ornate surpass veto Avg.
Onset 0.5 (2.5) 2.3 (5.9) 1.3 (3.0) -2.0 (7.4) 0.5 (4.7)
Syllable boundary -1.8 (8.3) 3.8 (11.8) -4.0 (6.3) 0.5 (4.1) -0.4 (7.6)
Offset 1.3 (5.7) -3.5 (10.7) -11.0 (16.6) 3.8 (9.9) -2.4 (10.7)

Postvocalic Naming born cane dine girl Avg.
Prevocalic offset -5.3 (6.8) 17.5 (30.8) 0.3 (4.8) -16.0 (20.4) -0.9 (15.7)
Postvocalic onset 2.5 (4.8) 3.3 (1.3) -1.0 (7.5) 0.8 ( 1.7) 1.4 (3.8)

Note-The columns contain the algorithmic calculations subtracted from the subjective judgments in mil
liseconds (with standard deviations in parentheses) for four words per calculation type, averaged across 4 dif
ferent subjects for each type. Standard monosyllabic naming is not included, since measures relevant to this
task (e.g., naming latency and duration) appear in the sibilant and bisyllabic comparisons.
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conducted a benchmark test on a random sample of 12
subjects, producing four responses each. Four subjects
responded to bisyllabic stimuli, 4 to sibilant-initial mono
syllabic stimuli, and 4 to plosive-initial stimuli in the
postvocalic task. We did not include any response that was
subjectively coded as an error ofany type. We compared
the calculations produced by Runvoice for relevant mea
sures with those produced by subjective ratings made
with a graphical wave editor, and Table 1presents the re
sults. Note that we did not include intensity measures in
the benchmark because the wave form unambiguously
determines these under our working definition of peak
intensity.

These comparisons show that, overall, the algorithmic
measures agree very well with the hand codings. When
interpreting these differences, the reader must keep in
mind that subjective codings will also differ from person
to person since these measures do not have acoustically
precise definitions (when is acoustic energy part of the
response and not extraneous noise?). In fact, a primary
advantage ofalgorithmic calculations as dependent mea
sures is that they guarantee consistent and objective cod
ings across subjects and items.

DISCUSSION

This article has presented a set of software tools that
can enable researchers to analyze various acoustic as
pects of the naming response easily and repeatably. Dig
itized recordings allow for a more trustworthy measure
ment of naming latency, which is the primary dependent
measure in naming studies. In addition, Runvoice goes
beyond latency by offering a number ofduration and am
plitude measures. From a theoretical standpoint, articu
lation may provide a large window into the processes and
products of cognition. Researchers have begun to ex
plore this possibility by collecting acoustic measures of
articulation, such as naming duration and lexical stress
correlates. We believe that this will be a fruitful line of
research in the future, and we hope that our software will
provide cognitive researchers with an accessible means
to gather novel dependent measures that will help refine
and expand theories of cognition.
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NOTES

I. Runexp is compatible with the Carnegie Mellon button boxes as
described by Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, and Provost (1993).

2. The randomization algorithm used to permute trials is one shown
by Castellan (1992) to meet the following two randomization criteria:
All possible permutations are equally likely, and each trial is equally
likely to appear in each possible position.

3. The precise amount is 23 bytes more due to a constant added for
the header and footer of each voice file.

4. The PSC measure is very similar to the number of zero-crossings
measure used by other researchers, such as Sherak (\ 982).

5. They used speech coding software that can provide numerous
views of an utterance, such as its raw wave form, intensity and pitch
contours, and spectrogram. Phoneticians use such coding tools to facil
itate the phonetic transcription ofan utterance.

6. Phonological theories of the syllable often disagree when deter
mining the syllabic ownership of a given intersyllabic consonant. For
example, the Iml in camel may belong to the first syllable because it is
stressed (Hoard, 1971), the second syllable according the maximal
onset principle (Selkirk, 1980), or both according to a theory of ambi
syllabicity (Kahn, 1976). Although an acoustic definition of a syllable
boundary is naive to theories of phonology, it does provide an objective
and unambiguous method for dividing most bisyllabic utterances into
two acoustic units that roughly correspond to the two putative syllables.

7. Note that this procedure will also calculate estimates for nonfrica
tive phonemes, but the interpretation of these is questionable. For exam
ple, the release of voiceless plosives will cause some fricative-like en
ergy before the vowel, but this is not the true duration of the phoneme.

8. This is because the thresholds are set higher in the postvocalic task
relative to the standard naming task. It may also be due in part to the pre
ceding schwa vocalization.
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